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**************************************************************** 

Supplemental LOCO AND DISSENT Calendar 

Sunday, May 28, 2023 

1:00 P.M. 

**************************************************************** 

 

 

********** EMERGENCY CALENDAR ********** 

HOUSE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS 

THIRD READING 

 

HR 2377  Murrstache / Shorty Johnson of Harris / et al. 

Impeaching Warren Kenneth Paxton, Attorney General of the State 

of Texas; BE IT RESOLVED by the House of Representatives of the 

State of Texas that we finally grew a pair. 

 

Amendment  by Phelan 

Relating to me pulling the pin and rolling the grenade onto 

the green carpet. Respect us or expect us! 

 

Parliamentary Inquiry by Mr. Frazier: Mr. Speaker, so no 

one cares what I did before taking office? 

 

HR 1542  Murrstache / Shorty Johnson of Harris / et al. 

Expelling Representative <He-Who-Must-Not-Be-Named> (that 

groomer who kept calling everyone else a groomer) from the Texas 

House of Representatives of the 88th Legislature. Boy, bye! 

 

Parliamentary Inquiry by Ms. Jada Jolanda Jones: Mr. 

Speaker, so no one cares what I did after taking office? 

 

Subpoena in Matter C by House GI Committee 

Oh girl, we haven’t forgotten about your dumpster fire of a 

session. We’re coming for you; take a number and sit down. 

 

Crooked PIA Request  by W.K. Paxton & Nate Dogg 

Wait, so dumpsters do catch fire on their own?! 

 

 

********** MAJOR STATE CALENDAR ********** 

HOUSE BILLS 

THIRD READING 

 

HB 1   GBonz / MaryG / The Rowdy House 

Relating to whether we should give the surplus to teachers, 

property owners, state retirees, or . . . maybe just . . . not? 

 

Amendment  by JHuffs / JHinos / Dem Senate Boyz 

F yeah, let’s just not! Especially judges and teachers! 

 

Amendment  by K-PAX 

Say, break me off $3.3M of that for, er, reasons. [Yes, 

dear? How much are new new countertops?] Uh, I mean, $3.4M. 

 

Amendment  by CaliDadey 

Shut the #$%* up! It’s gonna take 3/4 of the budget to buy 

everyone Taylor Swift tickets, so take ‘em and like ‘em! 

 

Amendment to the amendment by Tinderholt 

My favorite song, obviously, is “Anti-Hero.” 
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Amendment to the amendment by Geren 

You’ve got to be a hero to be an anti-hero, dummy. 

Oops, “Look What You Made Me Do.” 

 

Amendment to the amendment by Campos / Leo-Wilson 

We like “Blank Space.” Can’t get it out of our heads! 

 

Amendment to the amendment by Guillen 

I’m going with “Vigilante Shit.” 

 

Amendment to the amendment by Neave Criado 

Then I’m going with “Bad Blood.” 

 

HB OB1   Burrows 

SP: Creighton 

Relating to any attack by cities and counties against this 

legislature being a useless gesture; establishing #txlege as the 

ultimate power in the Texasverse. 

 

Amendment  by The Lobby 

The ability to destroy cities and counties is insignificant 

next to the POWER of dark money. 

 

Amendment  by The Public 

Don’t bring the Disneyverse into this. Y’all are already 

the legislative equivalent of MCU Phase 4: a disjointed, 

disappointing mess with few heroes we care to see. 

 

Amendment to the amendment by The Press 

Nah, it’s more DCEU: dark, dreary, and full of legacy 

characters that should’ve been retired decades ago. 

 

Amendment to the amendment by The Staff 

Maybe it’s an Oscar-worthy tale about what we’re 

headed towards: Nothing Nowhere A Little at a Time. 

 

Speaker Phelan: [unintelligible] 

 

Translation by Mr. Dean: Members, as one of the few who can 

understand his Gulf Coast gibberish, I’ll translate. He 

says, “Please confine your remarks to non-streaming service 

references. Speaker Craddick still has the first TV ever 

invented and only just got used to ‘talkies.’” 

 

 

********** CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS CALENDAR ********** 

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTIONS 

THIRD READING 

 

SJR 172   Gov. Abbott 

Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the governor to 

commute the punishment of certain individuals convicted of 

killing people who needed killing according to Tucker Carlson. 

 

 

********** GENERAL STATE CALENDAR ********** 

SENATE BILLS 

THIRD READING 

 

SB 1388   Parker 

Relating to the filing of bills to address issues I’ve only 

heard about on NewsMax. 
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SB <18   Campbell 

   SP: Oliverson 

Relating to the frontlines in the culture war where only two 

genders--guys and dolls--battle a nightmare future in which 

every human being has their own unique gender, so accidental gay 

stuff is, like, way more of a risk. 

 

 Amendment  by González of El Paso 

 What kind of doctor are you, though? 

 

  Amendment to the amendment by Oliverson 

The kind who puts people to sleep--haven’t you heard 

me speak before? 

 

Amendment  by Hughes 

Let’s get drag shows, too--basically a trans disguise, 

which I’m going after totally not by way of deflection. 

 

Amendment  by Schatzline 

Can we increase the statute of limitations for anyone who 

may have pranced around in a dress back in college? 

(Worried about this blowing up. Could use a distraction.) 

 

Amendment to the amendment by <He-Who-Must- 

Not-Be-Named> 

Hold my rum and coke, I got you. 

 

Amendment to the amendment by Schwertner 

He’s good--he made everyone forget about when I 

couldn’t chair my own committee because I was in jail! 

 

  Amendment to the amendment by Ordaz-Perez 

  I told you to let me drive you home! 

 

Amendment to the amendment by Hefner / Romero / 

Martinez / et al. 

You . . . you said you were busy that night. 

 

Amendment to the amendment by Ordaz 

I was. Watching the coronation, actually. There’s no 

limit to how far a side chick can go now! #queen 

#inspired #relationshipgoals #ifeelbadforyouson 

 

 Amendment  by Thierry 

I, too, am willing to do whatever it takes to advance myse-

-er, advance this important bill. 

 

Point of information by Mr. Patterson: Did we ban 

Uncle Tom’s Cabin yet? Get on that pronto if not! 

 

SB 1509   Nichols 

Relating to the eligibility and benefits of certain members of 

the Dan Patrick Senate Retirement System of Texas. 

 

Amendment  by Seliger 

Welcome to the club. 

 

SB 924   Springer 

   SP: Hayes 

Relating to consolidating certain election precincts and the 

biggest Gervin-versus-Hayes battle since the Iceman’s Spurs took 

on Big E’s Rockets at the Summit back in ‘83. 
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SB 7    Schwertner 

   SP: Hunter 

Relating to ensuring the reliability of the ERCOT power grid by 

evicting the Sugar Daddies from the Owner’s Box; providing that 

any energy bill supported by the Sierra Club and TxOGA is a 

unicorn bill that may never be duplicated, not ever, ¡NUNCA! 

 

SB 21   Huffman / Creighton 

   SP: Leach 

Relating to the discipline of rouge judges and DAs by the 

legislature; providing a penalty for those who overdo cosmetics. 

 

Amendment  by Leach 

I kinda dig the ones with too much make-up. Ima kill this. 

 

 Amendment to the amendment by Hefner 

 What happened to bro code, bro? FMA! I mean, FML! 

 

 Amendment to the amendment by Leach 

Sorry, it's been rough. Got handed papers in committee 

and thought I was getting Olivia Wilde’ed. Then Hayes 

stared me down to see what I’d do with the papers. 

 

 Amendment to the amendment by Hull 

 I’m sorry, too, but the Connie Lingus, ya know? 

 

Amendment  by Huffman 

You really don’t ever want to pass another bill, do you? 

 

 

********** GENERAL STATE CALENDAR ********** 

HOUSE BILLS 

THIRD READING 

 

HB Sec8   Jetton Gates 

SP: Bettencourt 

Relating to messing with slumlord millionaires. 

 

 Amendment  by Jetton Bonnen 

 Dude, you’re messing too much! 

 

  Amendment to the amendment by Gates 

I’m rich as hell and won’t hesitate to slap the taste 

out your mouth like you were Chris Rock. 
 

HB C0W   Burns 

SP: Chick-fil-A 

Relating to a Code Brown in Rivertown. 

 

 Amendment  by Anderson 

I’ve got a POO . . . er, ugh, I don’t get on the mic much. 

Your cows can’t drop their kids off in my pool anymore! 

 

  Amendment to the amendment  by Turner 

I’m also involved in this beef because--oh, Lord, the 

puns. Doc, Burns, possibly other of the Seven Dwarves 

on the mic with me--am I high right now?! 

 

 Amendment  by Bryant 

Did someone say POO? I’m (barely) living proof that age 

doesn't have to mean incontinence. I’ve POOed all session, 

and young’uns, nobody here tells war stories about bills 

you passed, but everybody remembers bills you killed. 
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HB AR15   Big Johnson of Harris / Harrison 

SP: Gutierrez 

Relating to also having beef with anyone who can hear; 

substituting volume of speech for content of speech. 

 

 Amendment  by Isaac 

Woke! Our Second Amendment! Don’t California my Texas!  

 

 Amendment to the amendment by Big Johnson of Harris 

You’re like campaign talking points Mad Libs. I feel 

like Elmo battling Rocco--how am I losing to a rock? 

  

Amendment  by Schofield 

 I OBJECT to this yelling into the mic! *jumps and stomps* 

 

  Amendment to the amendment by Bucy 

  Swifties, my fave is now, “You Need to Calm Down.” 

 

HB 1553   Ashby 

   SP: Nichols 

Relating to freeing Wet Willies from inspections; passing around 

Nichols’ phone on the Senate floor to show everyone pics of one. 

 

Amendment  by Schwertner 

Careful, I got in big trouble for that last time. 

 

HB PubEd   Reynolds 

SP: The Houston Little Leaders Academy 

Relating to going a new direction that runs over an OG. 

 

 Amendment  by Dutton 

Your leadership is so stank the judge said “odor in the 

court” before your disloyal ass got thrown in jail! 

 

Amendment  by the Jonestown Staff Survivors 

It’s probably all the S.H.I.T. swirling around the dome. 

 

 Amendment to the amendment by Burns 

 Sorry, that’s actually the cows again. My bad. 

 

HB $$$   Hunter / et. all that cash 

SP: Bettencourt 

Relating to caps and being rich, biatch! 

 

 Amendment  by Bettencourt 

 Caps are cap! This will hurt the people of Texas! 

 

  Amendment to the amendment by The House 

  btanow.com <--- This you? 

 

   Amendment to the amendment by The Taxman 

   *I* am technically one of the people of Texas! 

 

HB 2012   Oliverson 

   SP: Hughes 

Relating to the display in public school classrooms of our new 

national motto of Gilead: “God is a National Resource.” 

 

Amendment  by Hinojosa 

Strike and substitute “Nolite te bastardes carborundorum.” 
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HB Only$   Dorazio 

SP: Warwick Davis 

Relating to creating the Texas Pirate Booty Depository, not 

saying she’s a gold digger, and talking leprechauns. 

 

 Amendment  by Moody 

I can’t believe #$%*ing Willow was in a vaguely racist film 

where he raps, “Lep in the hood come to do no good.” 

 

Amendment to the amendment  by Cain 

You seem to know a lot about me wee people. Time to 

fetch me shillelagh to tan yer hide with. 

 

HB 298   Goodwin 

Relating to a magical (and yes, leprechaun-inclusive) rainbow 

land with no guns and a waiting period to even think about one. 

 

Amendment  by Howard 

Did you say period? My amendment will exempt certain 

feminine hygiene products from sales and use taxes. 

 

Point of Order by Mr. Vasut: Mr. Speaker, I raise a point 

of order on the grounds that it’s not that kind of period. 

 

Parliamentary inquiry by Ms. Howard: Isn’t this gun stuff 

about penises? Vaginal products are 100% germane! 

 

Point of information by Mr. Schaefer: What is a penis or 

vagina? Seriously, that’s not rhetorical. The internet has 

shown me *wildly* differing answers. 

 

HB 3169   Landgraf 

Relating to regulation of short-term rental units by me, the new 

Mayor of Volente Beach. 

 

HB 727   Rose 

Relating to the applicability of the death penalty to whomever 

keeps placing stink bombs on this House floor. 

 

HB 2055   Fireplug Jones of Dallas 

Relating to the repeal of the offense of homosexual conduct, but 

only for kick-ass singers! 

 

Amendment  by González of Dallas 

Welp, I’m screwed. 

 

Speaker Phelan: [unintelligible] 

 

Translation by Mr. Bell of MooCo: Members, I done been to a 

cattle auction or two. He’s saying, “Let’s move along. This 

general calendar is gonna roll like a local! Buckle up!” 

 

Dr. Buckley: Also, the Committee on PubEd will meet for-- 

 

Mr. Bailes: Nay! It is I, Ernest! Uh, remember me? 

 

Dr. Allen: Tag out, young man--Let me land this plane 

with hard facts and harder shame. 

 

HB WD40   Martinez Fischer 

Relating to me doing the same only-funny-the-first-time Carrot 

Top-style prop comedy about the back mic every other week 

instead of providing meaningful leadership to my caucus. 
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HB 6    Goldman / Thimesch / Harless / et al. 

Relating to “fentanyl” not ending with “ol”; designating that 

mispronunciation as the murder of the English language. 

 

Amendment  by Bell of MooCo 

But does the bill have a physical note? 

 

HB 213   Moody 

   SP: Springer 

Relating to the automatic release on parole of certain House 

members convicted for killing a Senate sponsor who can’t read 

the damn bill well enough to tell people what it does. 

 

 Amendment  by Huffman 

 Tell Joe. I want him to know it was me. 

 

HB 900   Patterson 

Relating to the creation of the Jared Patterson Center for Kids 

Who Can’t Read Good. 

 

 Amendment  by Kuempel 

 You get the books, I’ll get the people. (Or will I? *wink*) 

 

Amendment  by Hayes 

Can we stop people reading from papers here? It’s a rude 

flex that they can read when others here can’t! 

 

Amendment  by Wu 

Can we agree Twitter is okay? We both do our thing there. 

 

 Amendment to the amendment by Patterson 

Sure, with my boy Elon there. No woke Wordle, though. 

 

HB 77min   King of Uvalde 

Relating to prohibiting the transfer of semiautomatic rifle 

ammunition into our school children; providing a moral penalty. 

 

 Amendment  by Gutierrez 

Once again, I’m overcome by emotion in my 43rd press 

conference with these US Senate campaign props families. 

 

  Amendment to the amendment by King of Uvalde 

Well, that’s curious: Burrows and Moody kept their 

heads down and worked, but you’ve never been to town 

without a camera in your face. Are you an influencer 

now? And why do you sound like Austin Butler’s Elvis? 

 

 Amendment to the amendment by Raymond 

 Out of bounds! I’m Hispanic Elvis around here! 

 

 

********** CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS CALENDAR ********** 

HOUSE & SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS 

SECOND READING 

 

SCR May 21  Birdwell  

Recognizing me as the Bartender of the Day in the Senate. 

 

Amendment  by Phelan 

Wait, we can do that?!? 
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HCR 2nds  Isaac / Troxclair 

   SP: Paxton 

Recognizing that behind every successful man, there is a woman 

who sometimes should’ve stayed there. 

 

Amendment  by Harless 

I don’t like where this is going. 

 

Speaker Phelan: [unintelligible] 

 

Translation by Ms. Button: Members, as someone often not 

understood, I’ve got this. The speaker says, uh, hold on. 

[Only two? Doubles, though? Did you eat?] Okay, he says, 

“Please excuse Congressman Harrison for important business 

on late-night cable TV news watched by shut-ins, incels, 

and your thrice-divorced uncle who claims the Deep State 

took his job at Sonic, on the motion of Rep. Schatzline.” 

 

 

********** LOCAL, CONSENT, AND RESOLUTIONS CALENDAR ********** 

HOUSE & SENATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS 

SECOND READING 

 

SR 9    Whitmire 

Providing for the drawing of lots as to whether I’m running for 

mayor; granting me permission to wall up Z in her own binders 

like The Cask of Amontillado so she never becomes Dean. 

 

SR SD-31   Sparks 

Recognizing my fabulosity as Midland’s version of Tim Gunn. 

 

SR 1776   Leftenant Dan / Senate of the Whole 

Welcoming The Right Honorable Boris Johnson (aka Johnson of 

London) to the Texas Senate; providing that we hope he enjoyed 

his visit, because everything went to shit after we let him in. 

 

HR 25   Vasut 

Congratulating me on becoming a Senate messenger when I grow up. 

 

HR 30* Angle  Metcalf 

Relating to leaning on the podium because I can’t address the 

body from the front mic when my body is upright. 

 

Amendment  by Walle / Bun B 

You know nothing ‘bout lean, white boy. H-Town! 

 

HR 147   JoJo “Greatest Jones Since Grace” 

Recognizing me for writing the House bio to end all House bios; 

awarding me the Texas Legislative Medal of Honor and admitting 

me to the Texas Women’s Hall of Fame while members figure out 

how to vote me off the island one more time. 

 

HR 1746   Harris of Williamson 

Congratulating me on receiving the Golden Beaver Award for 

marrying into the Senate Cosa Nostra; providing that none of my 

bills will ever die in the Senate. 

 

HR 1-and-Done  Cunningham / Dorazio / Garcia / Lopez 

Recognizing us as the likely winners of this session’s Jeff 

Cason I-Really-Don’t-Belong-Here Memorial Award. 
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********** POSTPONED BUSINESS ********** 

UNTIL 11:59 P.M. 

 

SB 590   Hughes 

   SP: Dutton / Leach / et al. 

Relating to requiring a man to pay his baby mama child support 

beginning on the night he said he would pull out but didn’t. 

 

Amendment  by Goldman 

Adding me to the joint-sponsor list, “Brokeback Mountain” 

style. C’mon Jeff, please? I wish I knew how to quit you. 

 

Amendment  by Plesa 

Stealthing. Has. Consequences! Pull out or pitch in! 

 

 Amendment to the amendment by Cook 

I thought I understood Texas pickles, but this was 

eye-opening. Which is itself a mistake, it turns out. 

 

Mr. Dutton: *Reading from a motion written in Bic pen on a 

Big Chief tablet* Mr. Speaker, I raise a point of order 

against further consideration of all necessary and 

unnecessary bills on the grounds that we’re sick of this, 

and the time for Loco & Dissent has expired. 

 

The Chair, the Body, and the Staff: Mr. Dutton’s point of 

order is well-taken and sustained. We’re all ready to 

leave. Except for you, Senate--hope your favorite TSwizzle 

song is “Cruel Summer!” 

 

 

********** POSTPONED BUSINESS ********** 

UNTIL 1:00 P.M. ON A TUESDAY T.B.A. 

 

HCR 88(1)   Future Vice-President Abbott 

Relating to the Senate coming back anyway, so I might as well 

load up the call with all my crap the House just killed. I’m 

getting these vouchers! Prepare for Groundhog Day! 
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